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We present the windowed Fourier transform and wavelet transform as tools for an-
alyzing persistent signals, such as bounded power signals and almost periodic func-
tions. We establish the analogous Parseval-type identities. We consider discretized
versions of these transforms and construct generalized frame decompositions. Fi-
nally, we bring out some relations with shift-invariant operators and linear systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Windowed Fourier transforms and wavelet transforms have been used frequently in
signal processing literature for the analysis of signals in L2.R/. They have been seen much
less frequently in the theory of linear systems, although some work on the approximation
and identification of linear systems by wavelets can be found in [3, 7–9, 22], for example.
At the same time, the operator-theoretic approach to linear systems, regarding them as
operators which commute with a shift on a function space and representing them as
multiplication operators by using the Laplace transform, has been found to be useful
[20–23]. Indeed, such a representation is the basis of the frequency-domain approach to
linear systems theory (see, for example, [4]). Of these operators, the most familiar are
those on L2.R/ which are induced by convolution with an L1 kernel.
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Our intention in this paper is to develop a theory of windowed Fourier transforms and
wavelet transforms for spaces of persistent signals, such as the bounded power signals
studied in Wiener’s generalized harmonic analysis [24]. These spaces have been studied
recently for the purposes of robust control, and it has been noted that methods of H1
control synthesis can be applied (see, for example, [14, 16, 25]). One important example
of a bounded power signal space is the space of (uniformly) almost periodic signals, and
this has been studied from the point of view of differential equations and systems theory in
[1, 11, 13].
The layout of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss windowed Fourier
transforms, their relations with shift-invariant operators, and their applicability to general
functions of bounded power. We include various results on almost-periodic functions
and associated Parseval formulae which show that the windowed Fourier transform is
an isometry between various function spaces. We introduce certain generalizations of the
notion of a frame (i.e., a discretized transform) and see how they apply in this situation.
In Section 3 we follow the same agenda for the wavelet transform, and derive similar
results. It would be desirable to be able to study the local behavior of signals such as
almost periodic functions, and the techniques of this paper allow one to perform time and
frequency localizations for them. This in turn suggests techniques for their reconstruction
in a convenient way from a discrete set of data (for example, by generalized frame
operators).
Some of the results of this paper were presented at MTNS-98 in Padua [21] and a London
Mathematical Society Symposium in Leeds (1998).
2. WINDOWED FOURIER TRANSFORMS
2.1. Transforms on L2
We shall take
Of .w/D .Ff /.w/ VD
Z 1
−1
f .t/e−2iwt dt; (1)
defined for f 2 L1.R/\L2.R/ as our definition of the Fourier transform, and extend it in
the usual way to be an isometry from L2.R/ onto itself (cf. [12]).
Let g 2 L2.R/ be fixed. For f 2 L2.R/, the windowed Fourier transform [12] of f can
be defined by
Qf .w; t/D
Z 1
−1
f .s/g.s − t/e−2iws ds DFft .w/; (2)
where g.s − t/ denotes g.s − t/, and ft is the function such that ft .s/ D f .s/g.s − t/.
A key result here is the Parseval formula for windowed Fourier transforms (see [6, p. 34]
or [12, p. 55], namely
k Qf k2 D kf k2kgk2; (3)
that is, that the windowed Fourier transform is (up to a constant) a norm-preserving map
from L2.R/ into L2.R2/.
We shall also find it helpful to consider the rephased transform, defined by
f p.w; t/D e2iwt Qf .w; t/: (4)
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Since jf p.w; t/j D j Qf .w; t/j, it is clear that the rephased transform also satisfies a Parseval
relation, namely
kf pk2 D kf k2kgk2: (5)
The use of this (possibly new) transform will simplify certain formulae below, notably
those for shift and convolution operators.
The windowed Fourier transform can also be regarded as an inner product
Qf .w; t/D hf;gw;t i; (6)
where gw;t 2L2.R/ is defined by
gw;t .s/D e2iwsg.s − t/ (7)
and satisfies kgw;tk2 D kgk2.
If g is well-localized (and the examples we have in mind are the characteristic function
of an interval and a Gaussian function), then the windowed Fourier transform enables us
to look at “slices” of f , normally regarded as being localized in time.
In applications to systems theory it is important to consider the shift operator
S : L2.R/! L2.R/, defined for  2R by
S f .t/D f .t −  /: (8)
One class of operators which commute with all shift operators is the class of convolution
operators, defined for h 2L1.R/ by
Thf .t/D .f  h/.t/
Z 1
−1
h./f .t −  / d: (9)
Of these the causal operators (for which h.t/D 0 for t < 0) are most commonly considered
in systems theory.
Remark. A linear system defined on L2.R/ can effectively be localized using the
windowed transform, since it is easily verified that the following identities hold for the
shift operator and for convolution operators:
(i) .gSf /.w; t/D e−2iw Qf .w; t −  /
(ii) .S f /p.w; t/D f p.w; t −  /
(iii) .Thf /p.w; t/D .hf p/.w; t/, where convolution is taken in the second argument
of f p.
2.2. Almost Periodic Functions
We recall that the space L2;loc consists of those Lebesgue-measurable functions on R
whose restriction to any bounded interval is square-integrable. For those L2;loc functions
for which the following quantities are finite, we define the bounded power norm as
kf kBP D

sup
T1
1
2T
Z T
−T
jf .t/j2 dt
1=2
(10)
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and the limit (superior) power seminorm by
kf kLP D

lim sup
T!1
1
2T
Z T
−T
jf .t/j2 dt
1=2
: (11)
We shall use BP and LP as notation for the corresponding space of functions when
equipped with the appropriate (semi-)norm. The space contains persistent signals (indeed,
all bounded functions) as well as transient signals (functions in L2.R/). This has been
discussed from the point of view of control theory in [15, 16]. For technical reasons to do
with the behavior of functions near zero, it is not usual to take the supremum over all T > 0
in (10).
We shall say that a function f has bounded power if f 2 BP and that a function
f 2 LP has limit power if the lim sup in (11) can be replaced by a limit. It is known (see
[17]) that the set of functions of limit power is not closed under addition. However, the
almost periodic functions do have limit power, and we now summarize some of their basic
properties, which can be found, for example, in [1, 2, 24].
The space AP of (uniformly) almost periodic functions on R can be defined as the
(closed) subspace of L1.R/ given as the closed linear span of all functions eit ,  2R.
Equivalently, it is the uniform closure of the trigonometric polynomials, which are all
functions of the form
PN
1 ake
ikt , where ak 2 C and k 2 R. All AP functions are
uniformly continuous and bounded.
In the same way that continuous functions on the circle have Fourier series as L2
functions, the functions in AP have a formal series
f .t/
1X
kD1
ake
ikt ; (12)
where the Fourier coefficients are given by
ak D lim
T!1
1
2T
Z T
−T
f .t/e−ikt dt; (13)
which is zero except for countably many k .
A Parseval formula holds: for AP functions, we have
kf k2LP D lim
T!1
1
2T
Z T
−T
jf .t/j2 dt; (14)
rather than merely lim sup. Then
kf k2LP D
1X
kD1
jakj2: (15)
One can define a Hilbert space AP2 by taking as an orthonormal basis all the functions
eit ,  2 R, but its elements are not all definable as functions on R (cf. [11]). However,
AP  AP2 and the LP norm is the same as the AP2 norm for such functions. We shall
therefore sometimes use the subscript AP rather than LP when denoting the norm of an
almost periodic function.
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If we take a convolution of an AP function f with an L1 kernel h, as in (9), then, when
f has the Fourier series (12), we find that Thf has the series
.Thf /.t/
1X
kD1
akhke
ikt ; (16)
where
hk D
Z 1
0
h./e−ik d D Oh.k=2/: (17)
In particular, Thf is almost periodic,
kThf kLP  kOhk1kf kLP; (18)
and
kThf k1  khk1kf k1: (19)
As we shall now see, it is possible to define the windowed Fourier transform for all bounded
measurable functions. For the subclass of almost periodic functions, the transform has
several particularly desirable properties.
THEOREM 2.1. Let g 2L1.R/\L2.R/ be fixed. Then, for f 2 L1.R/, the windowed
Fourier transform of f exists and satisfies
j Qf .w; t/j  kf k1kgk1 for all w; t 2R: (20)
The same is true for f p. Moreover, if f is almost periodic, then, for each fixed w, the
functions Qf and f p are almost periodic functions of t .
Proof. We have
j Qf .w; t/j 
Z 1
−1
jf .s/jjg.s − t/jje−2iws jds  kf k1kgk1 (21)
and jf p.w; t/j D j Qf .w; t/j.
Now, for a trigonometric polynomial f .s/DPKkD1 akeiks , we may easily calculate
Qf .w; t/D
KX
kD1
ake
it .k−2w/ Og..k=2/−w/: (22)
Finally, if f is a general almost periodic function, then there is a sequence (fn) of
trigonometric polynomials converging uniformly to f . Since Qfn! Qf uniformly, from (20),
we see that Qf .w; t/ is the uniform limit of a sequence of trigonometric polynomials and
hence is almost periodic (in t).
2.3. Parseval Formulae
In this section we establish new properties of the windowed Fourier transform as a norm-
preserving mapping, in the form of various Parseval relations. The same results are clearly
true for the rephased transform, and we do not state them separately.
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THEOREM 2.2. Let f be a function of limit power, and suppose that g satisfies .jsjC1/
g.s/ 2 L1.R/ and .jsj C 1/1=2g.s/ 2 L2.R/. Then the windowed Fourier transform of f
satisfies
lim
T!1
1
2T
Z T
−T
Z 1
−1
j Qf .w; t/j2 dw dt D kf k2LPkgk22; (23)
that is,
k Qf .w; t/kL2.w/;LP.t/ D kf kLPkgk2: (24)
Proof. Since f is of limit power, there is a constant c such that
1
2.s C T /
Z sCT
−s−T
jf .t/j2 dt  c (25)
for all s > 0 and T > 1. Thus
1
2T
Z sCT
s−T
jf .t/j2 dt  c.s C T /
T
 c.s C 1/: (26)
Likewise, for s < 0 we can argue by considering f .−t/ to conclude that
1
2T
Z sCT
s−T
jf .t/j2 dt  c.jsj C T /
T
 c.jsj C 1/; (27)
for all real s. Also,
lim
T!1
1
2T
Z sCT
−s−T
jf .t/j2 dt D lim
T!1
1
2.s C T /
Z sCT
−s−T
jf .t/j2 dt D kf k2LP: (28)
Now fixing s > 0 and taking T > s, we see that, as T !1,
1
2T
Z
Tjt jsCT
jf .t/j2 dt! 0;
and similarly
1
2T
Z
T−sjt jT
jf .t/j2 dt! 0; (29)
which shows that
1
2T
Z sCT
s−T
jf .t/j2 dt D 1
2T
Z −T
s−T
C
Z T
−T
C
Z sCT
T

jf .t/j2 dt!kf k2LP; (30)
with a similar result for s < 0. NowZ 1
−1
j Qf .w; t/j2 dw D k Oftk22 D kftk22 D
Z 1
−1
jf .s/j2jg.s − t/j2 ds: (31)
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Note that f .s/=.jsj C 1/ 2 L2.R/ by Section 20 of [24] and hence this integral is finite,
since .jsj C 1/g.s/ 2L1.R/. Now we integrate over t to obtain
1
2T
Z T
−T
Z 1
−1
jf .s/j2jg.s − t/j2 ds dt D 1
2T
Z 1
−1
Z uCT
u−T
jf .s/j2jg.u/j2 ds du

Z 1
−1
jc.jsj C 1/jjg.s/j2 ds;
where we have put uD s − t and used (27). This enables us to use Lebesgue’s dominated
convergence theorem and let T !1 to obtain
lim
T!1
1
2T
Z 1
−1
Z uCT
u−T
jf .s/j2jg.u/j2 ds duD
Z 1
−1
kf k2LPjg.u/j2 du
D kf k2LPkgk22;
as claimed.
It is also of interest to calculate the norm of the transform when we do the integrals in
the opposite order. For general limit power functions, it is too much to hope for a Parseval
relation, since apparently the T limit need no longer exist. For almost periodic functions
we have Theorem 2.1 to help us, and we can go further.
THEOREM 2.3. Let f be an almost periodic function of limit power, and suppose that
g satisfies g 2 L1.R/. Then the windowed Fourier transform of f satisfiesZ 1
−1
lim
T!1
1
2T
Z T
−T
j Qf .w; t/j2 dt dw D kf k2APkgk22; (32)
that is,
k Qf .w; t/kAP.t/;L2.w/ D kf kAPkgk2: (33)
Proof. For a trigonometric polynomial f .s/ DPKkD1 akeiks , we have from (22) the
result that Qf .w; t/ is an almost periodic function of t with AP-norm given by
k Qf .w; t/k2AP.t/ D
KX
kD1
jakj2j Og..k=2/−w/j2: (34)
Thus
k Qf .w; t/k2AP.t/;L2.w/ D
KX
kD1
jakj2k Ogk22 D
KX
kD1
jakj2kgk22 D kf k2APkgk22:
For a general almost periodic function f , we can find a sequence of trigonometric
polynomials .fn/ converging uniformly to f , with corresponding Qfn.w; t/ converging
uniformly for each fixed w. Thus they converge in AP.t/ norm, and we now have
(34), but with K infinite and the .ak/ and .k/ corresponding to (12). Note that the
functions Og..k=2/ − w/ are uniformly bounded. We now obtain the desired result by
integrating termwise with respect tow and using the monotone (or dominated) convergence
theorem.
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2.4. Generalized Frames
We recall the following definition (see, e.g., [6, 10, 19]).
DEFINITION 2.1. A sequence .k/ in a Hilbert space H is called a frame if there exist
constants A, B > 0 such that
A
X
jhf;kij2  kf k2  B
X
jhf;kij2 for all f 2H: (35)
The existence of a frame allows us to associate with each vector f its sequence of frame
coefficients and to reconstruct f from this sequence in a stable manner. For nonseparable
spaces, such as the space of almost periodic functions, it is not possible to construct
countable frames, and uncountable ones are of limited use in reconstruction problems.
What we would like to do is to discretize the windowed Fourier transform, and this will
allow us to construct generalized frames, where the frame coefficients lie in other sequence
spaces than ‘2.
The natural discretization of the window function gw;t , in (7) is given by w D mw0,
t D nt0, for fixed w0, t0  0; thus
gm;n.s/D e2imw0sg.s − nt0/: (36)
It is the inner products with gm;n which will show a frame-like behavior. We shall
sometimes restrict ourselves to the most important case, w0 D t0 D 1.
We begin with a reasonably easy result for the window function g.t/ D .0;1/.t/. To
obtain similar results for more complicated windows will require more sophisticated
methods and will be achieved later in Theorem 2.5. The following result is stated for
w0 D t0 D 1; it is possible to derive similar results for other values of the parameters.
THEOREM 2.4. Let w0 D t0 D 1. Then for f 2 BP and g.t/ D .0;1/.t/, the bounded
power norm of f satisfies
2
5
kf k2BP  sup
N1
1
2N C 1
NX
nD−N
1X
mD−1
jhf;gm;nij2  43kf k
2
BP; (37)
and the lim sup power seminorm of f satisfies
lim sup
N!1
1
2N C 1
NX
nD−N
1X
mD−1
jhf;gm;nij2 D kf k2LP: (38)
Proof. By the standard theory of Fourier series, we have an expansion of a function in
L2.n;nC 1/ of the form
f .t/
1X
mD−1
cm;ne
2imt ; (39)
where
cm;n D
Z nC1
n
f .t/e−2imt dt (40)
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and also Z nC1
n
jf .t/j2 dt D
1X
mD−1
jcm;nj2: (41)
With the window function g.t/D .0;1/.t/, we have
hf;gm;ni D cm;n: (42)
Hence
1
2N C 1
NX
nD−N
1X
mD−1
jhf;gm;nij2 D 12N C 1
Z NC1
−N
jf .t/j2 dt: (43)
The proof is now completed by observing thatZ NC1
−N
jf .t/j2 dt 
Z T
−T
jf .t/j2 dt; (44)
where T DN C 1, and thatZ T
−T
jf .t/j2 dt 
Z NC1
−N
jf .t/j2 dt; (45)
where N is the least integer greater than or equal to T . This leads easily to the inequalities
in the theorem. Indeed, for the left-hand inequality of (37) the constant 2=5 arises with
T ! 1C and N D 2; for the right-hand inequality, the constant 4=3 arises with N D 1 and
T D 2.
This method will not work directly for more complicated windows, such as the Gaussian
window
g.t/D −1=4e−t2=2; (46)
which do not have compact support, but we can proceed by different arguments. Here it is
convenient to treat general w0; t0 > 0.
LEMMA 2.1. Let g be a bounded function such that g.t/DO.1=t2/ as t!1. Then
(i) for f 2 L1.R/, one has
1X
mD−1
jhf;gm;nij2 D 1
w0
Z 1=w0
0
jfn.t/j2 dt; (47)
where
fn.t/D
1X
kD−1
f .t C k=w0/g.t C k=w0 − nt0/; (48)
(ii) for f .t/DPKkD1 akeikt , a trigonometric polynomial, one has
hf;gm;ni D
KX
kD1
ake
iknt0 Og.mw0 − k=2/e−2imw0nt0 : (49)
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Proof. (i) We calculate
hf;gm;ni D
1X
kD−1
Z .kC1/=w0
k=w0
f .t/g.t − nt0/e−2imw0t dt
D
Z 1=w0
0
1X
kD−1
f .t C k=w0/g.t C k=w0 − nt0/e−2im.tw0Ck/ dt;
using the dominated convergence theorem to exchange integral and sum. This is the
required formula, noting that the function fn has period 1=w0, and its restriction to
.0;1=w0/ is square integrable.
(ii) This is a standard calculation, which we omit.
We now consider the following condition on w0 and t0:
inf
02w0
1X
mD−1
 Og 2 −mw0
2
> sup
02w0
sup
p2Z;p 6D0

1X
mD−1
Og


2
−mw0

Og


2
C p
t0
−mw0
: (50)
It is easily verified that (50) holds for the Gaussian window, for a range of values including
.w0; t0/D .1;1/. We note that, in this case,
Og.w/Dp2g.2w/: (51)
Condition (50) also holds for the windows g.t/D .0;1/.t/ and
g.t/D
n1C cost if − 1 t  1,
0 otherwise
(52)
(cf. [12]), again for .w0; t0/ D .1;1/. An analogous condition was used by Daubechies
[5, 6] in the construction of frames in L2.R/—see also [9, 19]. We now demonstrate the
corresponding result for almost periodic functions.
THEOREM 2.5. Let g be a function satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2.1 and suppose
that w0, t0 > 0 are such that (50) holds. Then there exist constants A;B > 0, such that
Akf k2LP  lim
N!1
1
2N C 1
NX
nD−N
1X
mD−1
jhf;gm;nij2  Bkf k2LP; (53)
for all almost periodic functions f .
Proof. Let us begin with the case when f is a trigonometric polynomial, say, f .t/DPK
kD1 akeikt .
1
2N C 1
NX
nD−N
1X
mD−1
jhf;gm;nij2
D 1
2N C 1
NX
nD−N
1X
mD−1
KX
kD1
KX
‘D1
aka‘e
i.k−‘/nt0 Og

k
2
−mw0

Og

‘
2
−mw0

:
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As N!1 this tends to
KX
kD1
jakj2h.k/C
X 0aka‘j .k; ‘/; (54)
where
h.k/D
1X
mD−1
 Og k2 −mw0
2; (55)
the second sum in (54) is taken over those k; ‘ such that k − ‘ is a (nonzero) multiple of
2=t0 and
j .k; ‘/D
1X
mD−1
Og

k
2
−mw0

Og

‘
2
−mw0

: (56)
Since (50) holds, it follows that there exist constants 0< J < h <H such that
jj .k; ‘/j< J < h< h.k/ < H; (57)
for all k and all ‘ differing by a multiple of 2=t0. Hence
.h− J /
KX
kD1
jakj2  lim
N!1
1
2N C 1
NX
nD−N
1X
mD−1
jhf;gm;nij2  .H C J /
KX
kD1
jakj2:
Now for general almost periodic functions f we can approximate uniformly and hence
in the LP norm by trigonometric polynomials fk . However, from Lemma 2.1(i) there is a
constant M such that
1X
mD−1
jhp;gm;nij2 Mkpk21 (58)
for all p 2 L1 and for all n 2 Z.
We complete the proof with a standard approximation argument, taking trigonometric
polynomials fk! f 2AP, and using the fact that, by (58),
1X
mD−1
jhfk; gm;nij2!
1X
mD−1
jhf;gm;nij2 (59)
uniformly in n.
In applications, it would be of interest to know more about the generalized frame
operators which map a function to its sequence of generalized frame coefficients. The
standard L2 theory of frames is rather simpler because the underlying spaces are Hilbert
spaces. A detailed theoretical analysis of the almost periodic case remains the subject of
further work.
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3. WAVELET TRANSFORMS
3.1. Transforms on L2
Let  2L2.R/ be a function that satisfies the condition
C VD
Z 1
−1
j O .w/j2
jwj dw <1: (60)
We call such a  an admissible wavelet. For f 2 L2.R/, the wavelet transform is defined
by
f 0.x; y/D jxj−1=2
Z 1
−1
f .t/ 

t − y
x

dt; (61)
where x 2Rnf0g controls the resolution (scaling) and y 2R controls the positioning. The
corresponding Parseval identity in this case isZ 1
−1
Z 1
−1
jf 0.x; y/j2dxdy
x2
D C kf k22: (62)
See, for example, [6, 12, 19] for details.
Remark. It is easily verified that the following identities hold for the shift operator and
for convolution operators:
(i) .S f /0.x; y/D f 0.x; y −  /,
(ii) .Thf /0.x; y/D .hf 0/.x; y/, where convolution is taken in the second argument
of f 0.
3.2. Almost Periodic Functions
We can define the wavelet transform of an almost periodic function, just as we can for a
function in L2.R/, at least assuming that  2 L1.R/.
THEOREM 3.1. Let f be an almost periodic function. Then, for fixed x 6D 0, f 0.x; y/
is an almost periodic function in y .
Proof. Let f .t/DPKkD1 akeikt be a trigonometric polynomial. Then
f 0.x; y/D jxj1=2
KX
kD1
ake
iky O 

xk
2

(63)
and is hence a trigonometric polynomial in y , for fixed x 6D 0. Thus it is sufficient to verify
that if kfn − f k1! 0, then kf 0n .x; y/− f 0.x; y/kL1.y/! 0. But
kf 0n .x; y/− f 0.x; y/kL1.y/ D ess: sup
y
jxj−1=2 Z 1−1.fn.t/− f .t// 

t − y
x

dt

D ess: sup
y
jxj1=2 Z 1−1.fn.xuC y/− f .xuC y// .u/ du

 jxj1=2kfn − f k1k k1;
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which gives the result.
3.3. Parseval Formulae
Just as the windowed Fourier transform satisfied certain Parseval relations, we can
deduce the same for the wavelet transform.
THEOREM 3.2. Let f be almost periodic and  an admissible L1 wavelet. Then
kf 0.x; y/k2AP.y/;L2.dx=x2/ D C kf k
2
AP: (64)
Proof. By (63), if f .t/ DPKkD1 akeikt is a trigonometric polynomial, then for each
x 6D 0
kf 0.x; y/k2AP.y/ D jxj
KX
kD1
jakj2j O .xk=2/j2: (65)
Hence integrating with respect to dx=x2, we obtain
kf 0.x; y/k2AP.y/;L2.dx=x2/ D
KX
kD1
Z 1
−1
jakj2j O .xk=2/j2jxj−1 dx (66)
D
KX
kD1
Z 1
−1
jakj2j O ./j2j j−1 d; (67)
D kf k2APC ; (68)
where we have made the substitution  D xk=2 .
For general almost periodic functions f we take a sequence .fn/ such that
kfn − f k1! 0, but this time we take them to be Bochner–Fejér approximants of the
form fn.t/DPKnkD1 a.n/k eikt (cf. [2]). Then certainly
kf 0n .x; y/− f 0.x; y/kAP.y/  jxj1=2kfn − f k1k k1; (69)
as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. We now wish to apply the monotone convergence theorem
for the dx=x2 integral, and we note that we do have pointwise convergence. Also,
kf 0n .x; y/k2AP.y/=x2 D jxj−1
KnX
kD1
ja.n/k j2j O .xk=2/j2; (70)
which increases with n. The limiting argument is therefore valid, and the result follows.
3.4. Generalized Frames
It would be desirable to construct generalized frames for almost periodic functions
using a discretized form of the wavelet transform. Some results characterizing functions
of bounded mean oscillation (BMO) in Rn in terms of the behavior of their wavelet
coefficients (namely, that they satisfy a certain Carleson condition) can be found in
[18, Section 5.6]. For almost periodic functions we hope for more explicit formulae, but
these are not easy to come by.
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We do give some analysis for the simplest wavelet, the Haar wavelet,
 .t/D .0;1=2/.t/− .1=2;1/.t/: (71)
We write  m;n.t/D 2m=2 .2mt − n/ for m;n 2 Z. It is an old result, due to Haar (cf. [6]),
that . m;n/m;n forms an orthonormal basis for L2.R/.
There is one additional subtlety in the following result, which is the fact that the constant
function is orthogonal to all the wavelets. It will be convenient here to adopt the notation
f .t/
1X
kD0
ake
ikt ; (72)
with the convention that 0 D 0.
THEOREM 3.3. Let f .t/P1kD0 akeikt be an almost periodic function. Then
lim
K!1
1
2KC1
1X
mD−K
2KCm−1X
nD−2KCm
jhf; m;nij2 D
1X
kD1
jakj2; (73)
where the inner products are taken in the L2 sense and are well-defined because the
 -terms have compact support.
Proof. We begin with the observation that  m;n is supported on Tn=2m; .n C 1/=
2mU, and so its support is contained in T−2K;2K U if and only if −2K  n=2m and
.nC 1/=2m  2K . Necessarily, m−K .
We write gK.t/D f .t/.−2K;2K/.t/ and apply Parseval’s theorem in L2.R/. To do this
we must also analyze the inner products of gK with wavelets  m;n that have supports that
overlap T−2K;2K U without being contained in it. For eachm<−K there are two such, one
supported on .0;2−m/ and the other on .−2−m;0/. They take the constant values 2m=2
on .0;2K/ and .−2K;0/. Thus, for m<−K we obtain the inner products
hgK; m;ni D
8<:2m=2
R 2K
0 f .t/ dt if nD 0,
−2m=2 R 0−2K f .t/ dt if nD−1, (74)
and then summing overm gives the formula
1
2KC1
Z 2K
−2K
jf .t/j2 dt D 1
2KC1
" 1X
mD−K
2KCm−1X
nD−2KCm
jhf; m;nij2
C 2−K
Z 0
2−K
f .t/ dt
2 C 2−K Z 2K
0
f .t/ dt
2
#
:
We know that
1
2KC1
Z 2K
−2K
jf .t/j2 dt!
1X
kD0
jakj2; (75)
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and so it remains to analyze the terms
AK VD 12KC1
"
2−K
Z 0
2−K
f .t/ dt
2 C 2−K Z 2K
0
f .t/ dt
2
#
: (76)
For an almost periodic function, it is easily seen (for example, one can approximate first
by trigonometric polynomials) that
1
2K
Z 2K
0
f .t/ dt! a0; (77)
with a similar result for T2−K;0U. HenceAK!ja0j2 asK!1, and the result follows.
It would be of interest to find a result corresponding to Theorem 3.3 for a wider class
of analyzing wavelets in the same way that Theorem 2.5 applies to windowed Fourier
transforms with a wide class of window functions.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that the windowed Fourier transform and the wavelet transform can be
defined for persistent signals, such as limit power signals, and that certain very natural
Parseval-type relations hold. This makes it possible to use these transforms when analyzing
linear systems with almost periodic inputs and outputs. In addition, the fact that these
transforms can be discretized permits one to construct approximations to almost periodic
signals, based on discrete sets of coefficients.
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